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Abstract
The ability of the visual system to detect stimuli that vary along dimensions other than luminance or color—
“second-order” stimuli—has been of considerable interest in recent years. An important unresolved issue is whether
different types of second-order stimuli are detected by a single, all purpose, mechanism, or by mechanisms that are
specific to stimulus type. Using a conventional psychophysical paradigm, we show that for a class of second-order
stimuli—textures sinusoidally modulated in orientation (OM), spatial frequency (FM), and contrast (CM)—the
human visual system employs mechanisms that are selective to stimulus type. Whereas the addition of a
subthreshold mask to a test pattern of the same stimulus type was found to facilitate the detection of the test, no
facilitation was observed when mask and test were of different types, suggesting mechanism independence for the
different types of stimulus. This finding raises the important question of whether mechanism independence is
compatible with the well-known filter-rectify-filter (FRF) model of second-order stimulus detection, since FRF
mechanisms, in principle, do not discriminate between stimulus types. We show that for all mask0test combinations
except those with CM masks, the FRF mechanism giving the largest response to the test modulation is largely
unaffected by subthreshold levels of a different stimulus-type mask. For this reason, we cannot rule out the
possibility that FRF mechanisms mediate the detection of our stimuli. For combinations involving CM masks,
however, we propose that a process of contrast normalization renders the test stimulus insensitive to the mask
stimulus.
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Introduction
Over the last 10 years, there has been much interest in how the
visual system detects “second-order” stimuli (see, e.g. recent re-
views by Wilson, 1999; Baker, 1999). A second-order stimulus is
defined here as one that is modulated along a dimension other than
luminance or color; for example, a texture edge that has unvarying
mean luminance. Cortical neurones that respond to luminance
contrast, such as simple cells, while implicitly carrying informa-
tion about the presence of the texture edge, are unable to disen-
tangle the edge information from that of the texture’s fine-grain
luminance detail. Instead, a nonlinear mechanism that smooths out
the fine-grain detail while capturing the information about the edge
is required for the texture-edge information to be represented
explicitly.
Neurones with second-order properties have been isolated in a
variety of visual areas in both cat (Zhou & Baker, 1994, 1996;
Mareschal & Baker, 1998, 1999; Leventhal et al., 1998) and
monkey (Peterhans & von der Heydt, 1991; Olavarria et al., 1992;
Grosof et al., 1993; Albright, 1995; Sary et al., 1995; Geesaman
& Anderson, 1996; Chaudhuri & Albright, 1997; O’Keefe &
Movshon, 1998). Moreover, psychophysical (Ledgeway & Smith,
1994; Nishida et al., 1997; Schofield & Georgeson, 1999), neuro-
physiological (reviewed by Baker, 1999), neuropsychological (Vaina
& Cowey, 1996; Vaina et al., 1998), and brain-imaging studies
(Smith et al., 1998; Wenderoth et al., 1999) suggest that first-order
and second-order stimuli are processed by different mechanisms.
These studies are complemented by analyses of natural images that
reveal the importance of significant amounts of second-order
structure in natural scenes; structure that is not always correlated
with the scenes’ first-order properties (e.g. Schofield, 2000; Gei-
sler et al., 2001)
The filter-rectify-filter model
The “standard model” for processing second-order information is
the filter-rectify-filter (FRF) model (Wilson et al., 1992; see
reviews by Wilson, 1999; Baker, 1999), also termed a “second-
order” (Cavanagh & Mather, 1989), “non-Fourier” (Chubb &
Sperling, 1988; Wilson, 1999), “back-pocket” (Chubb & Landy,
1991) or “complex channel” model (Graham et al., 1992). The
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principle of the model is illustrated in Fig. 1. An image is first
convolved with a bank of narrowband linear filters tuned to
various spatial frequencies and orientations. With their simple-cell-
like receptive fields, these “first-stage” filters together approxi-
mate a wavelet transform. The outputs of the first-stage filters are
then subject to a nonlinearity, typically full-wave rectification, that
corresponds to the summing of the half-wave rectified responses of
pairs of ON-center and OFF-center filters (e.g. Schiller, 1982). The
nonlinearity serves to make all responses positive, preventing their
mutual cancellation when linearly pooled by the “second stage.”
The second-stage filters, which have larger receptive fields than
their first-stage counterparts, but which in other ways are close
analogues, sum the nonlinearly transformed first-stage outputs. In
the model FRF mechanism illustrated by Fig. 1, both the first and
the second stage are shown as being orientation and spatial fre-
quency tuned. These model properties receive support from both
single-unit recordings (e.g. Mareschal & Baker, 1998, 1999) and
psychophysical studies that have conducted separate manipulation
of the envelope and carrier information of various types of second-
order stimuli (Sutter et al., 1995; Arsenault et al., 1999; Derrington
& Ukkonen, 1999; Dakin & Mareschal, 2000; Kingdom & Keeble,
2000; Landy & Oruc, 2002). The differences between particular
FRF models lie primarily in the form of the intermediate non-
linearity (half-wave rectification, full-wave rectification, squaring,
etc.), and0or the manner in which the outputs of the second-stage
filters with different carrier tunings are combined prior to the
decision stage (e.g. in Landy & Bergen, 1991, second-stage filters
with orthogonally tuned first-stage inputs are subtracted to pro-
duce an orientation-opponent signal).
If the second-stage filters of FRF mechanisms have excitatory
and inhibitory receptive-field subregions, as shown in Fig. 1, they
will respond to spatio-temporal variations in any number of dif-
ferent types of second-order stimuli. This inherent flexibility of
FRF mechanisms is primarily a consequence of having an inter-
mediate nonlinearity which delivers an energy response to the
second stage. If two parts of a stimulus comprise elements differ-
ing along any second-order dimension, for example in contrast,
orientation, size, density, or direction-of-motion, then this will
produce a differential output in all first-stage filters whose spectral
tuning characteristics overlap with those of the stimulus. This
differential response can then be detected by the appropriate
second-stage filter. Thus, FRF mechanisms have been proposed to
mediate effortless texture segmentation irrespective of whether the
textures are defined by orientation (Malik & Perona, 1990; Bergen
& Landy, 1991; Landy & Bergen, 1991) or by the arrangement
of their elements (Graham et al., 1992; Sutter & Graham, 1995;
Graham & Sutter, 1998). FRF mechanisms have been proposed to
mediate the detection of textures that are smoothly modulated in
contrast (Sutter et al., 1995), orientation (Kingdom & Keeble,
1996), and spatial frequency (Arsenault et al., 1999), and have also
been proposed to mediate the detection of moving contrast-
modulated patterns (Chubb & Sperling, 1988), illusory contours
(Wilson, 1999), glass patterns (Wilson et al., 1997; Wilson &
Wilkinson, 1998), and boundary curvature (Dobbins et al., 1989;
Wilson & Richards, 1992).
The flexibility of FRF mechanisms may be considered as both
an asset and an impediment to their usefulness. On the positive
side, FRF mechanisms have the potential to act as general-purpose
“salience” detectors (Lennie, 1998), alerting the visual system to
the “where,” (Prins & Mussap, 2001) if not necessarily the “what,”
of any spatio-temporal textural discontinuities in a scene. How-
ever, on the negative side, FRF mechanisms might prove incapable
of providing the necessary information for the visual system to
identify particular types of second-order stimuli.
The above considerations lead to the following question. Are
different types of second-order stimuli detected by different mech-
anisms? And, if so, can these mechanisms be sensibly modeled as
FRF mechanisms? In this paper, we have attempted to answer both
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the filter-rectify-filter (FRF) model in response to a contrast-modulated stimulus, as shown. The
“first-stage filters” are linear and narrowband, and convolve the input image at a number of spatial scales and orientations. The output
is subject to a nonlinearity—typically full-wave rectification. The “second-stage filter” has a larger receptive field than the “first-stage
filters,” and sums the nonlinearly transformed outputs of the first-stage filters.
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these questions for an important subclass of second-order stimuli—
sinusoidally modulated texture gratings. We employed the follow-
ing three types of texture grating modulation: contrast modulation
(CM), orientation modulation (OM), and spatial-frequency mod-
ulation (FM). Examples of each are shown in Fig. 2. A brief report
of the experimental findings of this study has been given in
Kingdom and Hayes (2000).
Testing for mechanism independence
A conventional method for establishing whether two stimuli are
detected by a common mechanism is to measure the amplitude
threshold of one—the “test”—in the presence of various ampli-
tudes of the other—the “mask.” If subthreshold levels of the mask
are found to lower the threshold for the test, resulting in the well
known “dipper” function most commonly associated with contrast
discrimination data (Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Foley &
Legge, 1981; Legge & Kersten, 1983; Ross & Speed, 1991; Foley,
1994), then this suggests that mask and test are processed by the
same mechanism.* On the other hand, the absence of a dipper
indicates that mask and test are detected by different mechanisms.
This method has been used to test for mechanism independence in
the detection of luminance- versus color-modulated patterns (Mullen
& Losada, 1994), luminance- versus contrast-modulated patterns
(Schofield & Georgeson, 1999), and bars versus edges (Burr et al.,
1989). When the mask and test are of the same stimulus type, we
refer to the resulting combination as a “unimodal” condition,
whereas if mask and test are of a different stimulus type we refer
to the resulting combination as a “cross-modal” condition.
Combining texture gratings to test the FRF model
Combining different types of texture grating to produce test1mask
combinations is not a straightforward matter. The reason is that for
the class of texture gratings employed here, different FRF mech-
anisms will respond optimally to different forms of test1mask
combination. All our texture gratings were modulated with low
amplitude about a common d.c. Gabor (Gaussian-windowed sinu-
soid) that was horizontally oriented with a spatial frequency of 4.0
cpd and a contrast of 33% (% amplitude0mean). Consider first a
hypothetical FRF mechanism whose first-stage inputs were tuned
to the d.c. orientation and spatial frequency of our stimuli. A
schematic version of this mechanism is shown in Fig. 3, together
with its response to one cycle of a CM (top) and OM (bottom)
grating with the same d.c. Gabor. The FRF mechanism has been
given an even-symmetric second-stage receptive-field profile, but
the principle would apply equally well for other profiles. As the
figure illustrates, the response of the mechanism to the CM grating
is of the same spatial frequency and phase as the grating itself, with
the maximum response when the filter is centered on Gabors with
the highest contrast, and the minimum response when the filter is
centered on Gabors with the lowest contrast. Consider now the
*The exact cause of the dipper function is contentious, and is believed
to be due either to a threshold (i.e. accelerating) nonlinearity (Foley &
Legge, 1981), or uncertainty reduction in the mechanisms transducing the
stimulus (Pelli, 1985). A mechanism with a purely linear transducer func-
tion would not, of course, produce a dipper, and therefore any mask1test
combination in which the test was detected by a linear transducer would
also not show a dipper, even if it were independently detected. It follows
that for our experiment to be valid, the uni-modal conditions must show
dippers; without these, any observed absence of a dipper in the cross-modal
conditions would not constitute unequivocal evidence for independence.
Fig. 2. Examples of sinusoidally modulated texture gratings used in the experiments. The top row (a–c) shows examples of gratings
modulated in one dimension—orientation (OM), frequency (FM), and contrast (CM). The second row (d, e) shows examples of
gratings modulated in two dimensions—OM 1 2f CM, and OM 1 FM.
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response of the same mechanism to the single-cycle OM grating.
In this case, the first-stage inputs of the FRF mechanism are least
responsive not just to the trough of the grating, but also to its peak,
and the peak filter response will occur when the filter is centered
not on the peak, but the d.c. Because the OM waveform passes
through its d.c. at twice the frequency of the grating itself, the
response of the FRF mechanism will be frequency doubled and
phase shifted by a quarter cycle.
Given that our texture gratings all have the same d.c., where
one of the grating components is a CM grating, an FRF mechanism
tuned to the d.c. would give its biggest response when the CM
grating component was at twice the spatial frequency as the other
(FM or OM), and phase shifted by 90 deg. An example combina-
tion OM12fCM grating is shown in Fig. 2d, and the filtering
principles behind this combination are illustrated in Fig. 4. We thus
combined CM gratings with OM or FM gratings at double the
frequency of the OM or FM gratings. When combining OM and
FM gratings, on the other hand, we set the spatial frequencies to be
equal; an example is shown in Fig. 2e.
It should be stressed that in justifying the use of frequency-
doubled CM gratings in our cross-modal conditions, we are not
claiming that if an FRF mechanism were to detect our stimuli, it
must be the one whose carrier is centered on the d.c. Rather, we
suggest that if it were d.c. centered, then its optimum stimulus
would be a combination with a frequency-doubled CM component.
An FRF mechanism whose carriers were tuned to either the
peak, the trough, or some value outside of the peak or trough, of
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a filter-rectify-filter (FRF) mechanism with
horizontally oriented first-stage inputs, and its response to one cycle of a
CM (top) and OM (bottom) grating, both modulated around a horizon-
tal d.c. Gabor. Note the frequency-doubling in the FRF response to the OM
grating.
Fig. 4. The figure illustrates the optimum method of combin-
ing a CM with either an OM or FM grating in order to
stimulate an FRF mechanism whose first-stage inputs are
tuned to their common d.c. On the left the two component
gratings have the same texture spatial frequency, but the
frequency-doubling of the response to the OM0FM grating
results in some partial cancellation of the two responses. On
the right is shown how doubling the texture spatial frequency
of the CM grating, and shifting its phase by 90 deg, brings the
two responses into alignment, which when summed results in
a relatively larger response.
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the OM or FM waveform would, on the other hand, produce a
response of the same spatial frequency as the waveform itself.
Therefore, we also tested CM combination gratings with identical




Two of the authors, FK and AH, acted as observers. Both had




Example stimuli are shown in Fig. 2. The stimuli were gener-
ated by a VSG203 video-graphics card (Cambridge Research
Systems, UK) and displayed on a BARCO Calibrator monitor. The
displays were monochrome and were gamma corrected by select-
ing the appropriate 8-bit range (256 intensity levels) from 12-bit
(4096 intensity levels) DACs (digital-to-analog converters) follow-
ing calibration using a UDT photometer. Monitor mean luminance
was 35 cd0m2.
Gabor micropatterns
Gabors were generated by multiplying a sine function by a
two-dimensional Gaussian envelope;
L~x, y! 5 M 1 A cos@2pfl ~x cos u 2 y sin u! 1 r#
3 exp@2~x 2 1 y2 !02s2 #
with mean luminance, M; amplitude, A; luminance spatial fre-
quency, fl; orientation, u phase, r; and s the standard deviation of
the Gaussian envelope, which was circularly symmetric. All Ga-
bors had a mean luminance of 35 cd0m2, a spatial-frequency
bandwidth at half-height of 1.5 octaves, and a phase, r; of p02
radians, making them all “odd-symmetric,” and therefore d.c.
balanced. In all stimuli, the Gabors were modulated in one or more
of their properties (contrast, orientation, or spatial frequency)
around a common d.c. Gabor with amplitude, A, of 33% of mean
luminance (i.e. contrast 33%), spatial frequency of 4.0 cpd, and
orientation of 90 deg (horizontal).
OM, FM, and CM gratings
Figs. 2a–2c show example stimuli. Each stimulus was a circular
patch with a diameter of 8.6 deg visual angle at the viewing
distance of 100 cm, and contained 2000 micropatterns. The posi-
tion of each micropattern within the stimulus window was ran-
domized. The orientations, spatial frequencies, and contrasts of the
micropatterns were constrained in that they were made to vary
sinusoidally along the horizontal axis of the display around the d.c.
Gabor level. The amplitude of modulation, or texture amplitude,
was determined by how much the Gabors changed in their prop-
erties throughout one complete cycle of orientation modulation.
The CM gratings were modulated in contrast; for example, an
amplitude of 5% would imply that the Gabors differed in contrast
by an absolute value of 10% between the peak and trough of the
waveform. The FM gratings were modulated in octave steps of
spatial frequency; thus, an amplitude of 0.5 octaves would imply
that the Gabors varied in spatial frequency by a factor of 2 (1
octave) between peak and trough. The OM gratings were modu-
lated in orientation; thus, an amplitude of 5 deg implied a 10-deg
difference between peak and trough. For the FM gratings the
bandwidth of the Gabors was held constant, and thus the Gabors
“scaled up and down” as they traversed the display. One conse-
quence of this is that the contrast power of our FM gratings was
not constant, but varied sinusoidally, a fact that we will return to in
the Discussion section. For all stimuli, when Gabors overlapped,
their amplitudes, though not mean luminances, were added. Oc-
casionally, the random positioning produced overlapping Gabors
whose combined amplitudes exceeded the look-up-table of the
display. This overrun was found to occur for about 2% of pixels.
A simple clipping procedure removed these overflows0underflows.
Texture spatial frequency was fixed throughout at 0.35 cpd, pro-
ducing 3 cycles of orientation modulation across the stimulus. This
texture spatial frequency was close to that producing peak sensi-
tivity for orientation gratings made from similar Gabors to those
used here (Kingdom et al., 1995). The phase of the texture
modulation was randomized on each stimulus presentation.
Cross-modal conditions
Example combinations of texture modulations are shown in
Figs. 2d and 2e. There are in principle two methods that one may
use to combine different texture modulations when the textures are
comprised of micropatterns. Either the same micropattern can
carry both modulations, or different micropatterns can carry dif-
ferent modulations. We chose the same-micropattern option. How-
ever, we assume that our results would be qualitatively the same
had we employed the different-micropattern option.
Procedure
A two-interval-forced-choice (2IFC) “two-up-one-down” stair-
case procedure was used to measure the threshold amplitude of
texture modulation at the 70.7% correct level. On each trial two
stimuli were presented; each for 200 ms, separated by a 500-ms
interstimulus interval. The task for the observer was to decide
which interval contained the test modulation. A tone signalled an
incorrect response. The only difference between the two intervals
was the amplitude of the test texture modulation, which in the
comparison stimulus was zero. The staircase procedure increased
or decreased the test amplitude by a factor of 1.25 on those trials
where a change was required. The staircase was terminated after
ten reversals, and the threshold amplitude was calculated as the
geometric mean amplitude of the last eight reversals. For the CM
test, thresholds were expressed as percent contrast modulation; for
the FM test, thresholds were given in octaves; and for the OM test,
thresholds were in degrees.
In any given experimental session, only one type of mask-test
combination was tested, and observers were made aware of the
combination. The order of mask amplitudes, however, was ran-
domized within each session.
Results
Fig. 5 shows the results when mask and test were constructed from
the same type of texture grating. This experiment can be thought of
as measuring the increment threshold in amplitude as a function of
pedestal amplitude. The horizontal dotted line shows the amplitude
threshold in the absence of a mask. The vertical dotted line shows
the point where the mask reaches its own threshold which, since
mask and test are the same type of grating, is the same value as the
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zero-mask test threshold. In all figures, as the mask amplitude
increases from zero, thresholds for detecting the increment decline
until just beyond the point where the threshold for the mask is
reached. These results serve as a necessary precursor to the main
results of the study, demonstrating that a dipper is characteristic of
the texture gratings we used.
Fig. 6 shows the results when test and mask were different
types of texture grating, but with the same modulation spatial
frequency and phase. Test-versus-mask functions for all combina-
tions of OM, FM, and CM gratings are shown. To enable both
observers’ data to be presented on the same graphs, both ordinate
and abscissa values have been normalized to detection threshold;
in the case of the ordinate values, normalization is to the test
threshold in the absence of a mask; in the case of the abscissa
values, normalization is to the threshold for the mask alone (both
shown as unity). In none of the graphs is there any hint of a
systematic dipper function in the region where the mask is sub-
threshold. In one graph, FK’s FM-mask0CM-test, there is some
facilitation, but only at suprathreshold mask amplitudes. Such an
effect has been found with other types of mask0test combinations
(Mullen & Losada, 1994), and is generally believed to be due to a
reduction in positional uncertainty: with the mask modulation
clearly visible, the observer “knows where to look” when compar-
ing the test at different stimulus locations. There is also a hint of
subthreshold masking in AH’s FM-mask0CM-test data, which
raises the question as to whether in this condition facilitation might
be observed at some other phase relationship between test and
mask. We looked at the effect of phase in a separate experiment.
Fig. 7 shows results for four phase relationships for same
modulation-frequency mask and test conditions. For these condi-
tions two mask amplitudes only were used—one when the mask
was zero amplitude (horizontal dashed line), and one when the
mask amplitude was set to just above its own detection threshold
(the four points on each graph). Again, there is no evidence of
significant facilitation at any of the four phase relationships tested.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows the results for the frequency-doubled CM
conditions. Again, there is no evidence of subthreshold facilitation.
Modeling
Our results strongly suggest that our OM, FM, and CM textures are
detected by independent mechanisms. Is this compatible with an
FRF approach? A mechanism whose carrier was tuned to the d.c.
orientation and spatial frequency of our stimuli would presumably
give a univariant response to all three types of texture grating, and
we would therefore expect, but did not find, subthreshold facili-
tation in our cross-modal conditions. FRF mechanisms that have
carriers tuned to the peak, or trough, orientation, and spatial
frequency would also give univariant responses to suitable com-
binations of FM, OM, and CM pairs. Again, we found no evidence
Fig. 5. Results for the unimodal conditions. Threshold increment amplitudes are plotted as a function of pedestal amplitude for the three
types of texture grating, and for two subjects. Note the units of measurement: deg for OM; octaves for FM, and % for CM. The
horizontal and vertical dotted lines are thresholds for the test and mask when presented alone (same values in the unimodal conditions).
Insets are the predictions from an FRF model whose first-stage inputs were chosen to maximize the differential response to the two
half-cycles of texture modulation, and whose output was subject to a positively accelerating, followed by decelerating nonlinearity
(see text for details).
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for subthreshold facilitation between any combination of texture
modulations, at any relative phase. However, what of FRF mech-
anisms whose carriers are not centered on either the d.c., peak or
trough of the stimuli, but which lie outside the range of designated
orientations0spatial frequencies in the stimulus? Two of us (Prins
& Kingdom, 2002) have recently obtained evidence, using an
adaptation paradigm, that OM gratings are detected by mecha-
nisms whose carrier is tuned to orientations that lie at some
distance beyond the range of designated orientations in the stim-
ulus. Similarly, the spatial frequency of the carrier of the mecha-
nism that detects FM gratings lies at some distance outside the
range of designated spatial frequencies. Prins and Kingdom also
showed that this is exactly what would be expected if the visual
system chose the FRF mechanism that produced the biggest dif-
ferential response to the peak and trough of the stimuli. This leads
to the tantalizing possibility that in our cross-modal conditions, the
optimal FRF mechanism for detecting the test might be different
from that for detecting the pedestal, thereby accounting for the lack
of facilitation in the cross-modal conditions and suggesting that
our results are compatible with an FRF model. We therefore
explored in some detail the possibility that FRF mechanisms may
mediate the detection of the stimuli in the present study.
All the modeling described in this section involved searching
through all possible combinations of the orientation and spatial
frequency of the carrier of a hypothetical FRF mechanism, to find
that combination producing the biggest difference in output to the
pedestal-only (PO) and pedestal-plus-test (PPT) intervals of a par-
ticular condition, according to a number of criteria that will be
described below. It is important to emphasize that this modeling is
not intended to provide precise quantitative predictions of the data,
because the iterative procedures that would be necessary to do so
would be far too time consuming, and are in any event not
necessary to make the point we wish to make. Our primary concern
is whether we can find a plausible implementation of an FRF
mechanism that correctly predicts the presence of facilitation in the
unimodal conditions, and the absence of it in the cross-modal
conditions. If we are able to find such a mechanism, then we must
conclude that we are unable to reject the possibility that FRF
mechanisms underlie the detection of the texture gratings in our
study.
The modeling was performed entirely in Fourier space. To
estimate the stimulus amplitude spectra, we used the average
amplitude spectra of multiple samples of textures generated using
the same micropatterns as employed in the stimuli. Full details are
Fig. 6. Results for the cross-modal conditions. The two subjects’ data are presented together on each graph. Both ordinate and abscissa
values have been normalized to detection threshold (xT) and are therefore unitless. Insets are predictions for the same model as in
Fig. 5. Note that the absence of a dipper in all graphs is predicted by the model in all except the CM mask conditions.
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provided in Appendix A of Prins and Kingdom (2002).† In using
the modeled average difference in amplitude spectra, rather than a
measure normalized to the stochastic variability of the spectra, we
have assumed that any differences between conditions in the
variability of the FRF responses will not have a significant effect
on the overall pattern of results. We modeled the carrier filters as
Gabors with an orientation bandwidth equal to 30 deg (full-width
at half-height) and a spatial-frequency bandwidth equal to 1.5
octaves. The activation of an FRF mechanism was modeled as the
difference in the activation of the carrier filters to the peak and
trough of the stimulus. In other words, we employed the simpli-
fying assumption of a square-wave texture modulation and an ideal
shape of the second-stage filter; that is, the excitatory region falls
entirely within one texture region and the inhibitory surround falls
entirely within the neighboring region.
To produce a dipper function we introduced a simple transform
based on that proposed by Legge and Foley (1980). The transform
was of the form
F 5 6r 6a0~6r 62 1 b2 !.
F is the output of the nonlinear transducer, r the input to the
transducer (i.e. the output of the modeled mechanism), and a and
b are constants. We used the empirical thresholds for FK’s uni-
modal OM condition to estimate a and b. The activation of the
model to pure OM modulations is, at least up to depths of
modulation of several times the modulation threshold, a near-linear
function of the depth of modulation when expressed in degrees.
Hence, we allowed r to be proportional to the depth of modulation
expressed in degrees, that is, r 5 ga, where g is an estimated
scaling factor and a is the depth of modulation in degrees. The
resulting values were a 5 2.659, b 5 0.601, and g 5 0.248. The
difference threshold in the output of the transducer required to
distinguish the PPT from the PO interval was estimated to be
0.313. Model predictions for the different pedestal-test combina-
tions were then generated using these values.
Three different scenarios were used to generate model predic-
tions. In the first scenario, the threshold was determined by the
single FRF mechanism showing the greatest difference in activa-
tion between the PO and PPT interval. In the second scenario, the
threshold was determined by the difference in activation between
the FRF mechanism showing the highest activation in the PO
interval and the FRF mechanism showing the highest activation in
the PPT interval (these mechanisms may or may not be the same).
In the third scenario, the threshold was determined by the differ-
ence in activation of the single FRF mechanism that was most
sensitive to the test alone (i.e. without the mask). For all three
scenarios, it was assumed that in order to reach threshold the
difference in activation between the PO and PPT interval had to
reach a value corresponding to that estimated from FK’s unimodal
OM data (i.e. 0.313; see above).
†An important difference however between Prins and Kingdom (2002)
and the modeling here is that here the density of Gabors in the FM stimuli
was held constant and did not co-vary with spatial frequency.
Fig. 7. Effect of relative phase in the cross-modal conditions. The mask was set to just above its own detection threshold, and test
thresholds measured for four phase relationships between mask and test. The horizontal dotted line shows (normalized) thresholds for
the test alone.
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Of the three model scenarios, the one producing the best overall
fit to the data, as revealed by visual inspection of the curves, was
the last of these, namely the FRF mechanism most sensitive to the
test alone. To avoid unnecessary detail, we will restrict our dis-
cussion to the results of this model, which we refer to as the
best-FRF-for-test-alone model. One might legitimately question
the plausibility of a model in which observers selected a channel
most responsive to a stimulus that was only present in its pure form
in one of the conditions; that is, when the mask was at zero.
However, it seems to us possible that the observers learnt which
channel was appropriate for each type of texture modulation, given
the extensive amount of exposure they received to the three types
of texture modulation during numerous practice sessions. The
model predictions are shown as inset graphs alongside the data in
Figs. 5 and 6. The insets show the behavior of the model for all
three unimodal conditions, and a representative subset of the
cross-modal conditions. The predicted dipper in the unimodal
conditions is almost entirely a consequence of the accelerating
nonlinearity in the mechanism’s transducer function. For the cross-
modal conditions, no subthreshold facilitation is predicted for the
conditions where the mask is either OM or FM. To understand
why, consider the condition in which the mask is FM and test OM.
The FRF mechanism most sensitive to the test has a carrier tuned
closely to the d.c. spatial frequency of the stimulus, but a preferred
carrier orientation about 30 deg off from the orientation of the d.c.
(see Prins & Kingdom, 2002). The key here is that the output of
this off-orientation FRF mechanism is only slightly affected by
low amplitudes of the mask. The small elevation of thresholds at
low mask amplitudes is a consequence of the frequency charac-
teristics of the texture, which becomes less and less optimal as
mask amplitude is increased. Eventually, the spatial frequency of
the texture elements moves outside of the range of sensitivity of
the carrier of the FRF mechanism, and thresholds rapidly rise.
Thus, at mask amplitudes well above threshold, the model does not
perform well. If the test is a CM grating in the cross-modal
conditions, the lack of facilitation is a consequence of the fact that
near-threshold levels of the OM or FM mask do not sufficiently
activate an FRF mechanism tuned to the d.c. Gabors in the
stimulus, at least as compared to the activation of the off-
orientation and off-frequency FRF mechanisms responsible for
mask detection.
None of the models reviewed correctly predicted the lack of
facilitation we found in the cross-modal conditions where the mask
was CM. We will return to the implications of this fact in the
Discussion.
Discussion
Whereas in the unimodal conditions we found clear dipper func-
tions in the subthreshold mask regions, we found none in any of
the cross-modal conditions. This strongly suggests that our OM,
FM, and CM textures were detected by independent mechanisms.
The question that arises is whether this result can be explained in
terms of a FRF model, which as we pointed out in the Introduction
is ostensibly univariant with respect to second-order stimulus type.
The modeling exercise showed that the pattern of psychophysical
data was for the most part explicable if one supposed that the
visual system selects the FRF mechanism that is optimal for the
Fig. 8. Results for the CM-frequency-doubled conditions.
On the left are shown the results when the test was CM and
the mask either OM (top) or FM (bottom); on the right are
results when the mask was CM, and the test either FM (top)
or OM (bottom).
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differential response between texture regions. Only the cross-
modal data using CM masks could not be explained by such a
model; for these conditions the model predicted subthreshold
facilitation. The importance of these findings is that it means we
cannot rule out the possibility that FRF mechanisms mediated the
detection of our stimuli; a different conclusion to the one that two
of us initially drew from the data (Kingdom & Hayes, 2000).
We are in a position to put forward as a candidate for the
detection of texture gratings a model in which the visual system
selects the FRF mechanism most sensitive to the test stimulus. It is
possible that this selectivity requires attention, in which case one
might usefully consider the FRF channels mediating texture grat-
ing detection as steerable filters that are under attentional control.
But this account appears to ignore the implications that arise from
the cross-modal conditions involving CM masks, where, in all the
models we ran, subthreshold facilitation was predicted. A parsi-
monious explanation is that a subset of FRF channels have their
inputs contrast normalized (Heeger, 1991; Landy & Bergen, 1991),
and that this subset mediates the detection of OM and FM gratings.
Note that the putative contrast normalization mechanism would
not be necessary to discount the inherent variation in the contrast
power of our FM gratings that was noted earlier (because the
density of Gabors was fixed thoughout the FM waveform, the
higher spatial frequency part of the waveform had less contrast
power than the lower spatial frequency part of the waveform). For
FRF mechanisms whose center and surround were fed by the same
first-stage filters with the same input density, as assumed here, the
variation in contrast power in the FM grating would not in itself
produce a response.
Fig. 9 illustrates the hypothetical FRF units that we suggest
may mediate the detection of the OM, FM, and CM gratings used
in the present study, along with schematic descriptions of the
stimuli. Note how the carrier inputs for the OM and FM detectors
have preferred orientations and spatial frequencies that are very
different from those designated in the stimulus. Note also that for
these detectors there is a stage of contrast normalization instanti-
ated by a process of local divisive inhibition.
Our findings reinforce the idea that the human visual system
preserves the signals from FRF mechanisms with different carriers
at least up to the stage of texture detection. Later stages may well
combine the signals from different FRF carriers, especially for
making judgements about suprathreshold textural discontinuities
in which more than one type of texture type is present (e.g. see
Landy & Kojima, 2001). Our results also do not rule out the pos-
sibility that the first-stage inputs to some FRF mechanisms are
organized in an orientation-opponent manner, as proposed by Landy
and Bergen (1991).
Features versus energy?
Although the FRF channels illustrated in Fig. 9 represent the most
parsimonious explanation of our results, our data do not provide
direct proof of them. An alternative to the FRF explanation is one
where the visual system provides some explication of the local
feature content of textures prior to the detection of any spatial
variations therein. This is not a new idea—it was the basis of
thinking behind Julesz’s (Julesz, 1975, 1981; Julesz & Chang,
1979; Julesz et al., 1973) and Beck’s (Beck, 1966, 1982; Beck
et al., 1986) early ideas on texture segmentation, and is central to
Marr’s (1982) ideas on the primal sketch. Given Marr’s assump-
tions, local parts of the image might be initially labeled according
to their feature content; that is, their orientation, size, luminance
polarity, color, contrast, etc. The nonlinear mechanisms that are
necessary to make such feature properties explicit are by no means
understood, but they almost certainly require some form of com-
parison between the outputs of subsets of spatio-temporally tuned
first-stage filters. For example, if the feature of interest was
orientation, the relative outputs of the range of filters tuned to
different orientations could be used. The second-stage filters would
then detect spatial variations in feature content. Although a feature-
based account cannot be ruled out, it is however the less parsimo-
nious explanation. Moreover, it accords less well with Marr’s
principle of “least commitment,” in that the results can be ex-
Fig. 9. Model of texture-modulation detection con-
sistent with the results. For the top figure: (a) type of
texture modulation (OM) and d.c. stimulus Gabor;
(b) first-stage input filters of FRF mechanism most
sensitive to OM; (c) rectification; (d) contrast nor-
malization; and (e) second-stage filter. Middle and
bottom figures follow the same sequence except
there is no contrast-normalization stage for CM. For
the OM test gratings (top), the most active FRF
mechanism has first-stage inputs that are 30 deg off
horizontal, and as a result will only very weakly
respond to FM masks with horizontal d.c. Gabors.
For the FM test gratings (middle), the most active
FRF mechanism has first-stage inputs an octave
below that of the d.c Gabor, and will only very
weakly respond to low-amplitude OM masks. Insen-
sitivity of both the OM- and FM-sensitive mecha-
nisms to the CM masks is achieved by contrast
normalization. For the CM test gratings (bottom),
the most active FRF mechanism will have first-stage
inputs tuned to the d.c Gabor. These will be largely
unaffected by OM and FM masks.
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plained without the need to invoke a stage of processing which
makes explicit the feature content of the stimulus.
Why mechanism independence?
The mechanism independence revealed by our data suggests that
even at threshold amplitudes we should be able to identify the type
of texture modulation present, and this has been recently con-
firmed (Prins & Kingdom, 2003). Why would the visual system
want to employ feature-specific mechanisms to detect modulated
textures rather than general purpose salience detectors? While
perhaps useful for the rapid segmentation of textures, or moving
textured objects, a general purpose salience detector is inappropri-
ate for providing information about the shapes of textured sur-
faces, for this depends not only on “where” the variation takes
place, but on “what” it is that is varying. Gradients in certain
features, such as orientation, appear to be particularly reliable cues
to surface shape (Knill, 1998, 2001), and it is therefore no accident
that orientation gradients turn out to be a more powerful perceptual
cue to surface shape than density, or size (Li & Zaidi, 2000).
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